GE Healthcare

Affordable. Available. Assured.
When it comes to refurbished C-arms, demand the quality
only OEC* delivers with its Certified Pre-owned C-arms.

Get the facts

Kick the tires, listen to the engine, get to know the staff. That’s what you have to do to confid
product is brand new or not. When you look to purchase a 9800 or 9900 OEC C-arm, you’ve
ensures the performance you demand in surgery. And if Certified Pre-owned is the option th
the only system guaranteed to be a genuine OEC system - with all OEC certified parts and so
industry quality standards. Buy from OEC.

OEC 9800 Plus

Warrantied.

Every part in every OEC factory-refurbished C-arm
meets OEC standards and is validated and tested
to meet the exacting requirements for a new OEC
C-arm. No substitutes, no shortcuts.

Expert.

When choosing an OEC Certified Pre-owned system
you get the support of the same expert Service
Engineering team and the same Certified Clinical
Applications staff as you do with a new system.
Dedicated only to OEC equipment, our support staff
averages more than 15 years of field experience
and they know how to support you and your OEC
C-arms.

10-Step Certification

Assurance.

dently choose the best product – whether that
made a choice in quality and reliability that
hat fits into your budget, be sure you choose
oftware. Choose an OEC which meets high

OEC 9900 Elite

Compliant.

Compliance matters because it means your
system meets or exceeds high government
standards. It means the C-arm you get matches
new system specifications, is cleaned inside and
out and is completely tested and ready to begin
work the day it arrives and is installed.

When you purchase OEC Certified. rest-assured our
process to refurbish used equipment mirrors our
rigorous original manufacturing methods.
Only genuine OEC Certified Pre-owned systems
follow this process:
Step 1:

Conduct full cleaning and
decontamination inside and out

Step 2:

Inspect and verify quality
OEC parts

Step 3:

Fix any cosmetic blemishes on the
system

Step 4:

Perform all pertinent field actions –
parts and software upgrades

Step 5:

Execute a thorough OEC Service
300 point Planned Maintenance

Step 6:

Apply and pass test protocols exactly
as if it were a new OEC system

Step 7:

Add OEC options or accessories

Step 8:

Test against original OEC product
manufacturing specifications, certifying equipment meets manufacturer
standards for safety and effectiveness.

Step 9:

Release for quality Assurance team
verification

Step 10: Package in specially designed OEC
crates and ship
Isn’t it important that the OEC C-arm you select has
gone through more than a superficial cleaning and
paint job?
Expect more, get more with a Certified Pre-owned
OEC C-arm, only from GE Healthcare.
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Healthcare Re-imagined
GE is dedicated to helping you transform
healthcare delivery by driving critical
breakthroughs in biology and technology. Our
expertise in medical imaging and information
technologies, medical diagnostics, patient
monitoring systems, drug discovery, and
biopharmaceutical manufacturing technologies is
enabling healthcare professionals around the world
discover new ways to predict, diagnose and treat
disease earlier. We call this model of care “Early
Health.” The goal: to help clinicians detect disease
earlier, access more information and intervene
earlier with more targeted treatments, so they can
help their patients live their lives to the fullest.
Re-think, Re-discover, Re-invent, Re-imagine.
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